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The One Belt One Road (OBOR) Initiative launched by the Government of China 

proposes the creation of new economic corridors, spanning countries that contain 

almost two-thirds of the world’s population and account for one-third of the world’s 

wealth. The initiative is inspired by and symbolic of the old Silk Road from China to 

Europe. OBOR will enable closer connections among nations and enhance 

development by creating new opportunities for trade, investment, economic activities, 

technological innovation, and the movement of people. 

BACKGROUND 



The implementation of OBOR requires a legal structure that is suited to the 

complex and unprecedented issues that arise in such a cross-border and 

international undertaking. 

 

There will be challenges as companies adapt to different and more 

regulated economic and legal environments. Clients who are working 

globally require innovative thinking and a creative mindset to deliver the 

legal solutions which meet the full range of day to day needs of businesses 

and the specialist advice required to support them in the delivery of complex 

and critical assets. 
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IAN LOGO 

单击添加副标题 

The design consists of a circular representation of globe and elevation 

drawing of Jingsh Lawyer Plaza, which is characterized by its castle 

architecture and is one of the largest and most modern office buildings in 

Beijing.  Castle also symbolizes law and order.   



Who We Are 

IAN is a non-exclusive network launched by Jingsh Law Firm to combine 

independent and internationally focused law firms located across the world. 

With access to quality legal professionals worldwide with the cost-

effectiveness and personalized service, membership in IAN allows member 

firms to better serve their client’s needs when issues arise outside their own 

practice jurisdiction.  
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Our Vision 

IAN aims to be recognized as a leading global network for providing the 

clients with high quality and cost-effective legal services.  

Our Mission 

To provide an effective platform to seamlessly address global client needs 

thanks to a personal and collaborative relationship among selected and high 

quality firms throughout the world. 
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Join IAN 

Membership is open to locally based firms with full service commercial law practices, 

including commercial litigation, with an appetite for international business issues. 

Generally there is only one IAN member firm for a major city. A large country may 

have several member firms in distinct business centers.  

We source member firms via personal introductions from existing members or other 

trusted contacts, ensuring a high level of quality and connectivity within the Network. 

All member firms are carefully vetted before joining IAN.  
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MEMBER BENEFITS 

1 Quick access to pre-screened, high quality law firms in foreign jurisdictions with local expertise 

2        Broader coverage than most large international law firms 

3 Expansion of legal and business knowledge beyond local jurisdiction 

4 Membership in global network serves as powerful marketing tool 

5 Courtesy access to professional facilities in foreign jurisdictions 

6 Exchange of business opportunities for clients 

7 Inbound referrals of new business from other members 
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Thank You!  


